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GEEKS2U LAUNCHES NEW BRAND IDENTITY AND FIRST TVC 

 

 
Australia’s leading marketplace for friendly tech professionals, Geeks2U has this week launched its 
new brand identity and first Brand TV Campaign since its acquisition by Officeworks in 2019. 
 
The Geeks2U brand update aims to reflect Geeks2U’s tech credentials whilst emphasizing the 
trusted relationship Geeks2U technicians have built with the existing customer base.  As part of the 
launch, a new website has been delivered to bring the new brand to life in a digital setting 
(www.geeks2u.com.au).  
 
In addition to the changes outlined above, a new Geeks2U Brand Campaign has been launched 
to drive awareness of the Geeks2U’s brand and range of services.  This campaign also formally 
recognizes the relationship to Officeworks. 
 
The ‘Problem Solved’ campaign aims to clearly highlight the specific times when customers may 
‘need a Geek’ to help solve a tech problem in a relatable way, demonstrating both onsite and 
remote service options and the different ways a Geek can help with any device.  
 
Officeworks Chief Operating Officer Michael Howard, said: “The Geeks2U business has become an 
integral part of our customer service offering since the acquisition in 2019.  Bringing Geeks2U 
together with Officeworks means we are uniquely placed to meet the needs and wants of our 
customers.  The new brand identity is an important part of the evolution of Geeks2U and we’re 
confident that it will resonate with both our existing and new customers as we continue to drive the 
growth of the business. 
 
We hope the new campaign will drive awareness of Geeks2U and the support available to our 
customers whether that be through fixing, setting up or installing the range of tech products 
available at Officeworks.”   
 
Brand agency Principals, Creative Director, Martin Hopkins said: “The new Geeks2U brand seeks to 
better reflect the growth and success of the business and its relationship with Officeworks. To 
demonstrate this, the identities share core elements, allowing independence and an ability to work 
seamlessly alongside each other. The result is a contemporary, digitally-fit brand identity that 
proudly sits side by side with Officeworks.” 
 
Spinach Co-founder and Executive Creative Director Frank Morabito said, “We felt great chemistry 
with the Geeks2U team right from the start and that is evident in the work we’ve been able to bring 
to life despite ongoing lockdowns. This campaign is a fun take on the challenges and frustrations 
so many of us face in our day to day lives dealing with technology.” 
 
The national Brand Campaign consists of TV, Radio, Online Video and Social elements – leading 
with the 30 and 15 second TV spots that will be shown from 3rd Oct. 
 

– ENDS – 
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Creative Agency: Spinach 
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For media enquiries, please contact:  
Tessa Conboy | 0414 343 801 | tessa@altshift.com.au 
 
About Officeworks:  
Established 26 years ago in Richmond, Victoria, Officeworks is committed to making bigger things happen for its 
customers, team, the community and stakeholders. It operates 167 stores across Australia, a website that is home to 
more than 40,000 products, a national call centre, and a business team that helps micro, small and medium-sized 
businesses start, run and grow. Officeworks offers customers a wide range of office supplies, technology, furniture, art 
supplies, education resources and helpful services like print & copy and on-site and remote tech support through 
Geeks2U – delivering an experience that is easy and engaging, no matter how customers choose to shop. Officeworks is 
focused on the safety, wellbeing and career progression of the more than 8,000 team members it employs. It’s also 
dedicated to operating in a sustainable manner, including building and maintaining meaningful connections with the 
communities in which it operates, fundraising for its national partners and local community groups, continuing to reduce 
its impact on the environment and source responsibly. 
 
About Geeks2U: 
Established in Sydney in 2005 and acquired by Officeworks in 2019, Geeks2U is Australia’s leading provider of on-site 
and remote tech support for both households and micro, small and medium-sized businesses. Geeks2U pride 
themselves on delivering fast and friendly tech support solutions seven days a week. What’s more – Geeks2U help 
uncomplicate the complicated, equipping you with the knowledge to fix future tech issues. 
 
Geeks2U can help with any tech problems, including hardware and software repairs, system security solutions, wireless 
and wired networking services, virus prevention and removal, data backup and recovery, new device setup services, 
home entertainment issues and much more.  Geeks2U are here to solve your tech issues – regardless of brand, device 
or network – and offer ongoing subscriptions for customers who need continuous support.  


